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ABSTRACT. A double cantilever beam geometry has been chosen in order to
investigate the importance of the higher-order terms of the Williams’ power
expansion for the crack path estimation. The crack propagation has been
tested experimentally on a brittle polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) specimen
and although the mode I loading conditions were applied, the crack kinked
from its original plane immediately and propagated towards the bottom side
of the specimen. It has been shown that this phenomenon is connected to the
magnitude and sign of the T-stress and to the level of the constraint generally.
In this work, the influence of the third and higher terms of the Williams’
series on the crack propagation is investigated. The generalized form of the
well-known maximum tangential stress fracture criterion for determination of
the crack propagation angle has been tested and discussed. The observed
differences in the crack trajectory of different specimens have been found to
be related to the magnitude of the higher-order terms of the stress tensor
components at the crack tip.
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INTRODUCTION

A

s one of the important types of material failure, brittle fracture has been widely taken into consideration by
researchers, trying to propose precise failure prediction criteria for different brittle and quasi-brittle materials such
as rocks, concretes, ceramics and polymers. Dealing with mode I loading condition for a component with
symmetric geometry with respect to the crack line which is under the symmetric loading condition, the crack propagation
from the crack tip is expected to be along the initial plane of the crack. However, previous researches showed that for the
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case of specimens with high geometry constraint, crack can deviate from the symmetry line of the specimen. In this case
the fracture load is expected to be different from the specimens with lower constraint effect. It has been shown in
previous researches that different fracture toughness values can be obtained for an identical material when using various
specimens’ geometries [1-9].
This paper shall show differences between the well-known one-parameter fracture mechanics concept and the multiparameter one. Whereas the former one uses the stress intensity factor (SIF) as the single-controlling parameter for
assessment of the fracture response of the specimen/structure [10], the latter one is based on the approximation of the
stress/displacement crack-tip field by means of the Williams’ expansion (WE) [11], i.e. an infinite power series originally
derived for a homogeneous elastic isotropic cracked body subjected to an arbitrary remote loading. The multi-parameter
concept is very often connected to fracture analyses performed on elastic-plastic or quasi-brittle materials, see e.g. in [1217]. The multi-parameter approach seems to be helpful and more accurate when fracture processes occur in a more
distant surrounding around the crack tip. For instance, the influence of the second (non-singular) term of the WE on the
fracture behaviour of brittle/quasi-brittle materials has been investigated in several works [18-24].
Ayatollahi et al. [22] proposed two fracture criteria based on strain energy density to take into account the effect of first
non-singular term of stress in WE. According to their results higher accuracy of the fracture load prediction can be
obtained by use of two parameter fracture criteria. Additionally, unlike the former single parameter fracture criteria, the
new formulations were able to successfully predict the curvilinear crack growth path under the influence of geometry
constraints.
Razavi et al. [24] evaluated the mode I fracture behavior of five different geometries of pre-cracked specimens made of
PMMA and three different rocks using an energy-based criterion namely Average Strain Energy Density (ASED). They
reported that for specific categories of materials such as rocks, the effect of geometry constraint is not negligible. Among
the studied geometries in their research, application of only the first stress term in Williams’ series expansion for fracture
prediction of Tapered Double Cantilever Beam (TDCB) specimens made of Harsin marble rock resulted in 47%
difference with the ASED results obtained by considering all stress terms in a control volume around the crack tip for the
same specimen.
The basic task, when the WE shall be used for the stress/displacement field approximation, is to determine the
coefficients corresponding to the individual terms of the Williams’ series. In this paper, the over-deterministic method
(ODM) is used [25].
This work is devoted to an investigation of the initial crack propagation angle in several double cantilever beam
configurations. The kink angle is estimated by means of the maximum tangential stress criterion [26]. Its common as well
as generalized form is applied, and a parametric study is performed in order to describe the effect of the specimen width,
the number of terms of the WE taken into account during the analysis and the radial distance from the crack tip where the
criterion is applied. The results obtained from the numerical analysis are compared to the experimental ones.

METHODOLOGY AND BASIC TERMS
Crack-tip fields approximation

W

illiams [11] showed that the crack-tip displacement/stress field can be described as follows:
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Eqs. 1 and 2 represent the truncated form (N and M are the numbers of the WE terms corresponding to the loading
modes I and II, respectively) of the infinite power series enabling the approximation of the crack-tip fields. Particularly, ui
and σij denote the displacement vector and stress tensor components, respectively. The power series is defined in the polar
coordinate system (r,θ) with its center at the crack tip. The meaning of the other symbols is as follows:
fu, gu
… known dimensionless displacements functions corresponding to mode I and II, respectively, that can be
found in literature;
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fσ, gσ

… known dimensionless stress functions corresponding to mode I and II, respectively, that can be found in
literature;
E, 
… Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio;
An, Bm
… the only coefficients that need to be calculated numerically for each specific geometric configuration
representing the well-known higher-order terms coefficients for mode I and II, respectively.
It should be noted that the first terms of the series, A1 and B1, correspond to the classical stress intensity factors, KI and
KII, as they are known in the classical one-parameter linear elastic fracture mechanics concept; it holds that KI = A12
and KII = –B12.

Identification of the coefficients of the Williams’ expansion
It has been mentioned that a very important task is to determine the coefficients of the WE terms correctly. This is mostly
performed numerically by means of the finite element (FE) method. Several methods for estimation of the coefficients
were derived, tested and applied in the past such as hybrid crack element method, boundary collocation method etc. [2731], but most of them were complicated and demanding special elements or difficult FE formulations.
In this work, an over-deterministic method (ODM) [25] is applied because of its simplicity. This procedure is based
on the formulation of linear least-squares and it requires the basic nodal solution of the fracture mechanics task.
Therefore, an arbitrary regular FE code can be utilized for its application. The use of the method consists in definition of
the displacement field around the crack tip, see Eq. 1.
When the numerical analysis on the cracked specimen/structure is carried out, a set of nodes around the crack tip is
selected and their displacements together with their polar coordinates are taken as inputs for Eq. 1. The only variables An
and Bm can be then calculated from the system of equations. The principle of the ODM lies in the relation between the
number of the equations and number of the coefficients that shall be determined: a minimum of (N + M)/2 + 1 nodes
need to be considered in order to determine N + M coefficients. More investigations on the accuracy, convergence, mesh
sensitivity, influence of the rounding of numbers etc. can be found in [32-35].

Maximum Tangential Stress (MTS) criterion

MTS criterion predicts that a crack propagates in the direction where the tangential stress, , reaches its maximum [26].
In the classical one-parameter fracture mechanics concept an explicit relation for the kink angle has been derived:

  2arctan

2K II
K I  K I2  8K II2

(3)

Nevertheless, because the multi-parameter concept is used in this work, the tangential stress values must be approximated
via Williams’ power expansion considering various numbers of the initial WE terms and then the initial crack propagation
angle has been estimated. Note that a new dependence arises during this procedure: the initial kink angle depends on the
distance where the criterion is applied and therefore various distances from the crack tip are considered in the analysis, see
the following sections.

SPECIMEN GEOMETRY/NUMERICAL MODEL

T

he Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) type of the cracked specimen was chosen for the study presented taking into
account various crack width W (30, 90 and 150 mm), see Fig. 1. The major advantage for choosing this type of
specimens is that they are characterized by simple shapes and loading conditions, while they can provide a wide
range of higher-order terms of stress in WE. The test specimens were cut from 10 mm thick PMMA plate and tested
under static loading at room temperature with a displacement rate of 0.1 mm/min. As is reported in ref. [36], the
specimens were all fractured suddenly from the crack tip and with linear load-displacement curves confirming the brittle
fracture behavior of the tested PMMA samples. The experimental setup is described in detail in ref. [36]. For creating the
cracks, first a very thin strip saw blade of thickness 0.2 mm was used to create a notch with an initial depth slightly less
than a/W = 0.5. Then, a sharp crack was created by pressing a razor blade carefully to make the final crack length of each
specimen equal to a/W = 0.5. The external load was applied through two pin holes devised on each specimen.
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Figure 1: Schema of the Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) specimen with its sizes: width W, height H, crack length a and loading forces
F.

The numerical analysis (as well as experiments) was performed on the specimens with following dimensions and
parameters: specimen height H = 30 mm, specimen width W = 30, 90 and 150 mm, specimen thickness B = 10 mm, crack
length a = W/2. The value of the loading force was chosen with regard to the fracture force leading to crack propagation
observed during the experimental research presented in [36], F = 319, 141 and 87 N (corresponding to the specimen
width 30, 90 and 150 mm).
In order to get the nodal displacements that are necessary for ODM application, a numerical model of the cracked
specimen was created in ANSYS commercial software [37] with the following features: 2D, linear elastic, meshed with
quadratic PLANE183 elements, refined mesh around the crack tip (with shifted mid-side nodes emphasizing the stress
singularity), plane strain conditions, Young’s modulus E = 2900 MPa and Poisson's ration  = 0.35. Subsequently, the
ODM procedure was programmed in Wolfram Mathematica software [38]. For estimation of the coefficients of the WE,
the nodes with their coordinates and displacements at the distance of 1 mm from the crack tip were utilized. A typical
mesh pattern used for finite element analysis is illustrated in Fig. 2. As can be observed from Fig. 2, higher density of
elements has been used for the area near the crack tip to get accurate results in the region with singular stress values.

Figure 2: Typical mesh pattern used for finite element analysis of the cracked specimen.

The maximum tangential stress criterion was applied in the following manner. The tangential stress around the crack tip at
various radial distances rc in the range from 0.1 to 1 mm was reconstructed by means of the Williams’ power series. The
angle θ, where the σθθ reaches its maximum value was selected as the direction of the further crack propagation. During
application of the multi-parameter/generalized fracture criterion, various numbers of the WE terms were assumed (up to
10 initial terms).
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RESULTS OF THE PARAMETRIC STUDY AND THEIR DISCUSSION

I

n the following results, only the dependences for the DCB specimens with the width 90 and 150 mm are presented.
The reason is that when the crack propagation in the DCB specimen with W = 30 mm was investigated, no deviation
from the original crack plane was observed, i.e. the crack propagates in the original direction regardless the distance
of the crack tip where the criterion is applied as well as the number of the WE terms considered.
In Figs. 3 and 4 the dependences of the initial crack direction on the number of the WE terms considered and critical
distance from the crack tip where the MTS criterion is applied are presented. In the figures only the data obtained from
numerical analysis are plotted. The values of the initial crack propagation angle observed during experiments are 0, 9 and
56 degrees for W = 30, 90 and 150 mm, respectively [36], for comparison see the black lines in Fig. 4.

a)

b)

Figure 3: Dependence of the initial crack propagation angle estimated by means of the multi-parameter maximum tangential stress
criterion on the number of the WE terms considered when various critical distances from the crack tip are assumed: a) DCB with
W = 90 mm; b) DCB with W = 150 mm.

a)

b)

Figure 4: Dependence of the initial crack propagation angle estimated by means of the multi-parameter maximum tangential stress
criterion on the radial distance from the crack tip when various numbers of the WE terms are considered: a) DCB with W = 90 mm;
b) DCB with W = 150 mm.

The generalized strain energy density (GSED) criterion is moreover used for estimation of the initial kink angle in [36] and
the results correspond well with the experiment (considering the critical distance of 0.1 mm). Unfortunately, information
about the dependence of the results on the critical distance value is missing. But the GSED seems to be a useful tool for
calculation of the crack propagation angle. Application of the generalized MTS criterion introduced in this paper depends
strongly on the choice of the critical distance and therefore attention should be devoted to this phenomenon.
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It should be also mentioned that the fracture load of a brittle material is commonly obtained using single parameter
fracture criteria which are formulated based on the critical values of stress intensity factor corresponding to the fracture
load of the material. Although the main focus of the current research is on crack kinking angle, however, it is expected to
get more accurate results of fracture load by considering higher-order terms of WE in calculations.
According to the results presented in this paper, considering the higher-order terms of WE in calculation of initial crack
propagation angle leads to more accurate crack trajectory predictions. Hence, the single parameter fracture criteria can
provide reliable fracture predictions only for limited range of geometries.
Based on the results introduced, several statements can be formulated:
 Probably the most important conclusion is that the classical (one-parameter) MTS criterion is not able to
describe the crack deflection when DCB specimens with larger width (i.e. higher geometric constraints) are
investigated. The classical MTS criterion predicts that the crack will propagate in its original direction without
any kinking for all the DCB cofigurations considered. Nevertheless, the experiments show that for specimens
with the width 90 and 150 mm the crack deviates from its original plane.
 The results also show that when the MTS criterion is applied at distances very close to the crack tip, the
singularity of the first WE terms prevails and the criterion does not describe the crack kinking.
 The initial increase of the estimated initial kink angle in Fig. 3 is probably connected to a certain region
around the crack tip, where the second term of the WE (non-singular T-stress) becomes important. This
phenomenon can be seen also in Fig. 4, where the curve representing the results corresponding to the
approximation by means of initial two terms lies higher than other curves in a certain region of distances
from the crack tip. The theoretical effect of the large T-stress on the crack propagation under mode I is
described in detail in [39].
 A good agreement between the results of the generalized MTS criterion and the experimantal campaign can
be found for the critical distance of 0.5 mm in the case of DCB specimens with W = 150 mm, and for critical
distance between 0.3 and 0.5 mm in the case of DCB specimens with W = 90 mm.
 The initial kink angle calculated by means of the multi-parameter MTS criterion considering 3 WE and more
than 3 WE terms does not change significantly when more than 3 WE terms are cosidered, see the steadying
of the curves in Fig. 3 and overlaping of the curves in Fig. 4.
 It has been reported by Ayatollahi et al. [16, 30] that for materials with larger fracture process zone radius,
e.g. rock materials, the higher-order terms of WE becomes no longer negligible in overal fracture behaviour
of the component. Hence, the higher-order terms of stress can play an important role in fracture strength
and crack trajectory of materials possessing larger fracture process zone. In that case, the importance of using
a fracture criterion, which counts for higher-order terms, would be even more important.
 Although the current methodology is presented for a specific brittle polymer, (i.e. PMMA), however, the
same method can be employed to predict the fracture trajectory of other cracked and notched components
made of brittle and quasi-brittle materials. Note that the significance of the T-stress has been investigated
intensively in [40]. where a mixed-mode loading configuration was analysed.
 The crack kinking angles for different test specimens are predicted in the current research by considering the
higher-order terms of WE series. The same methodology can be used to get the full crack path by use of the
incremental method in finite element software and predicting the crack growth angle for each crack
increment.

CONCLUSIONS

V

arious DCB specimen configurations have been investigated by means of numerical methods in order to estimate
the angle of the initial crack propagation. Although the crack in the DCB specimen is loaded in the mode I, it is
experimentally observed, that for DCB specimens with larger width (90 and 150 mm), the crack deflects from its
original direction. In this parametrical study this phenomenon is described by means of the generalized form of the wellknown MTS criterion because the classical (one-parameter) form of the criterion is not able to describe the crack
deflection. It can be recommended for DCB specimens with higher constraint effects to use the multi-parameter form of
the MTS criterion with at least three initial WE terms to get better results of the kink angle. It is also shown that the
choice of the appropriate critical distance where the fracture criterion is applied is crucial. Based on this study, the critical
distance close to 0.5 mm seems to be optimal for the considered material.
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